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A B S T R A C T   
Vacancy-mediated lattice diffusion coefficients of Fe and Pt atoms in the chemically ordered L10-FePt phase at 
temperatures between 1300 and 1600 K were evaluated by means of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Due 
to the anisotropic structure of the L10-ordered FePt phase, Fe and Pt diffusion fluxes and the resulting self- 
diffusion coefficients were considered along and perpendicular to the [001] crystallographic direction. In 
view of a very low vacancy concentration in real FePt single crystals, steady state conditions of the simulated 
process were approximated by specifically scaling the self-diffusion coefficients estimated for higher vacancy 
concentrations to the equilibrium vacancy concentration. This procedure involved the calculation of vacancy 
formation energies which appeared temperature dependent. The validity of this approach was thoroughly tested 
and the final results were analyzed and compared to the relevant literature data. The evaluated temperature 
dependent Fe and Pt self-diffusion coefficients showed Arrhenius behavior, however, their values were much 
lower than the reported experimental ones. Apart from the inevitable effect of the applied quasi-empirical po-
tentials, the discrepancies might originate from the fact that while the MD simulations addressed a single crystal 
of FePt defected exclusively with vacancies and antisites, the existence of fast diffusion paths along linear and 
planar defects cannot be excluded in real materials.   
1. Introduction 
Diffusion plays an important role in a large variety of processes in 
materials science [1]. In order to control diffusion and thus, to get a 
handle on various material properties, it is required that the underlying 
diffusion processes and their parameters are known. 
The present paper reports on the results of atomistic simulation of 
self-diffusion in the intermetallic L10-FePt compound crystallizing in the 
face-centered tetragonal (fct) structure, where the tetragonal distortion 
results from the long-range L10-type chemical order with an alternating 
sequence of (001)-oriented Fe- and Pt-monatomic planes, as displayed 
in Fig. 1. 
Despite the fact that L10-FePt thin films are used for ultrahigh density 
heat assisted magnetic recording [2–8], their physical properties 
regarding diffusion are to a large extent unexplored. The available data 
is mainly experimental. In this regard, Kucera and Million measured 
diffusion coefficients of Pt in polycrystalline Fe-Pt solid solutions in the 
concentration interval 15–60 at.% Pt (i.e. including L10-FePt) at 
temperatures from 1050 K to 1690 K by means of a residual activity 
method, using the isotope 193Pt [9]. The calculated temperature 
dependent diffusivities satisfied well the Arrhenius behavior, making it 
possible to estimate the pre-exponential factor and the activation en-
ergy. It was shown that L10-type chemical ordering at Pt concentration 
close to the equiatomic FePt stoichiometry leads to a sudden increase of 
the activation energy for diffusion. Kushida et al. measured diffusion 
coefficients of Fe in FePt in both ordered and disordered states [10]. A 
decrease of Fe diffusivity due to the ordering process was reported. 
Moreover, self-diffusion of Fe in the L10-FePt phase appeared aniso-
tropic: a higher value of diffusion activation energy was found for 
diffusion along the [001] direction (3.8 eV) than for diffusion perpen-
dicular to it (3.2 eV). Nosé et al. confirmed these results by means of 
tracer diffusion experiments performed at temperatures between 1222 K 
and 1663 K and showed that considerably faster diffusion of Fe atoms is 
observed perpendicular to the [001] direction [11]. A combination of 
nuclear resonant scattering (NRS) and nuclear tracer techniques allowed 
investigating diffusion characteristics at lower temperatures. For 
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instance, tracer diffusion of Fe in L10-FePt thin films at temperatures 
from 773 K up to 873 K was investigated by Rennhofer et al. [12]. The 
activation energy of Fe diffusion calculated in their study in [001] di-
rection (1.65 eV) resulted in more than two times lower values than 
previously measured in the high temperature regime (3.8 eV, [10]). The 
authors attributed this difference to different diffusion mechanisms 
dominating in both temperature intervals: highly correlated six-jumps 
cycles at lower temperatures and the antistructural bridge mechanism 
at higher temperatures. Moreover, Gröstlinger et al. [13], using also the 
NRS method, got some insight to the anisotropic diffusion of Fe in L10- 
FePt films at low temperatures (653 K− 743 K). Again, the diffusion 
perpendicular to the [001] L10 direction ran by up to two orders of 
magnitude faster than along this direction. 
Chemical depth profiling methods were also employed to study 
diffusion processes and solid state reactions in Fe/Pt based layer stacks 
upon annealing [14,15]. For instance, almost full diffusion homogeni-
zation of Pt/Fe bilayers at relatively low annealing temperatures (lower 
than 600 K) was observed by secondary neutral mass spectrometry in 
combination with x-ray diffraction, and transmission electron micro-
scopy [16]. In this case, diffusion homogenization was interpreted as 
controlled by the grain-boundary-diffusion-induced reaction layer for-
mation mechanism, where grain boundary diffusion leads to the 
movement of grain boundaries in the direction perpendicular to their 
initial plane, leaving behind an area of a homogeneous alloy [17]. 
Moreover, introduction of an additional Au intermediate layer between 
the Pt and Fe layers resulted in significant enhancement of low- 
temperature intermixing between Fe and Pt [18]. Application of in-situ 
resistivity measurements during heating of Pt/Fe bilayers in combina-
tion with chemical depth profiling and structural analysis provided 
additional valuable information concerning the development of diffu-
sion processes, structural phase transitions, and its stability range [4]. 
Experimental investigation of diffusion process in nanoscale layer 
stacks is, however, difficult and in some cases even impossible, due to 
very small diffusion distances and very high process rates. Moreover, 
experimental techniques usually provide only information about effec-
tive diffusion parameters, i.e. values averaged over a large diffusion area 
and over a large number of atomic jumps contributing to the diffusion 
flux [19]. 
In this regard, computer simulations based on Monte Carlo (MC) and 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques are powerful tools for atomistic 
modelling of diffusion and diffusion-controlled phenomena in solids. 
The current development of MD methods allows analyzing various as-
pects of complex material processes such as structural modifications 
generated by stress, temperature, or structural defects [19]. 
The main advantage of MD simulations is the possibility to investi-
gate material parameters in real time under dynamic conditions, e.g. at 
varying temperature or pressure. Besides, MD allows studying materials 
with diverse concentrations of structural defects. This advantage is 
extremely important for the investigation of diffusion processes since 
lattice diffusion in solids is mainly mediated by point defects and 
directly affected by the concentration of these defects. The above ad-
vantages of MD are, however, accompanied by mainly technical draw-
backs such as very limited time scales feasible in the simulations and 
limited size of simulation cells. However, fast development of the 
computing power of contemporary machines considerably widened the 
power of MD algorithms and, in particular, made them useful for the 
modelling of atomic migration at larger time scales. For instance, 
Mendelev and Mishin evaluated self-diffusion of Fe in bcc Fe mediated 
by vacancies and interstitial atoms directly from MD simulations using 
semi-empirical interatomic potentials [20]. This approach appeared 
adequate to study both pure metals and alloys, e.g. Smirnova et al. 
applied classical MD to evaluate self-diffusion parameters in pure U and 
U-Mo alloys [21]. To the best of our knowledge, however, no systematic 
MD studies of diffusion in ordered intermetallics have been performed 
up to now. 
The present study aims at filling this gap and shows the results of MD 
simulations of vacancy-mediated Fe- and Pt-self-diffusion in the chem-
ically ordered L10-FePt intermetallic phase. 
2. General approach 
2.1. Atomistic approach: Einstein-Smoluchowski model 
Self-diffusion of Fe- and Pt-atoms in the L10-FePt alloy is assumed to 
be controlled by vacancy-mediated random walk which justifies the 
evaluation of the related self-diffusion coefficients using the atomistic 
formalism developed by Einstein and Smoluchowski [22,23]. Since the 
crystal structure of the ordered L10-FePt phase consists of regularly 
alternating (001) monatomic Fe and Pt planes, leading to tetragonal 
distortion of the lattice along the [001] direction, diffusion has to be 
considered along and perpendicular to this direction. In the present 
work two independent diffusion coefficients were analyzed: D‖ for 
diffusion in [001] direction and D⊥ estimated as an average of the 
diffusivities along the [100] and [010] directions. The necessity for 
separate consideration of the two diffusivities also follows from different 
mechanisms of diffusion parallel to the monatomic planes (D⊥, pre-
dominantly exchange between atoms of same elements) and perpen-
dicular to those planes (D‖, predominantly exchange between atoms of 
different elements). The corresponding diffusion coefficients of X-atoms 






where MSD⊥(‖)X (t) (X = Fe; Pt) denotes the mean square displacement 
of X-atoms achieved within the simulation time (t) in corresponding 
direction of the lattice, i.e. the corresponding squared displacement 
averaged over the total number of X-atoms in the sample. It should be 
noticed that MSD⊥X (t) was evaluated as an average of MSD values ob-
tained in [100] and [010] directions of the lattice. 
2.2. Adequacy of MD 
All MD simulations were performed by means of the Large-scale 
Fig. 1. Chemically ordered L10-structure of FePt. Blue and red spheres repre-
sent Fe and Pt atoms, respectively. 
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Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) software 
package [24,25]. The thermostatting and barostatting of the simulated 
NVT (constant number of atoms, volume and temperature) and NPT 
(constant number of atoms, pressure and temperature) ensembles was 
provided by LAMMPS [24] via correction of the atom velocities (ther-
mostatting) and via correction of the volume of the simulation area 
(barostatting). 
The adequacy of MD for the simulation of self-diffusion in the L10- 
FePt alloy was confirmed by showing that the technique reproduces 
atomic migration predominantly mediated by vacancies. The latter was 
demonstrated by performing a dedicated MD simulation where MSD of 
Fe atoms in [100] direction (MSD(a)Fe ) was monitored at T = 1600 Kin 
two L10-ordered FePt samples built of 12x12x12 fct cells, i.e. containing 
6912 lattice sites. While one of the samples contained exclusively equal 
numbers of Fe and Pt atoms without defects, in the second sample 9 
lattice sites selected at random were left empty (i.e. occupied by va-
cancies). 3D periodic boundary conditions were applied for both sam-
ples. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding MSD(a)Fe (t) curves which clearly 
reveals that migration of Fe atoms is observed exclusively in the sample 
containing vacancies. 
The MSD(t) curves shown in Fig. 2, as well as in all other figures were 
generated by smoothening the raw MD data scattered due to thermal 
oscillations of the simulated atoms. The error bars are equal to the 
amplitudes of these oscillations. 
While the continuous and smooth increase of MSD(a)Fe (t) registered at 
the presence of vacancies indicates the occurrence of atomic jumps to 
vacancies, the very low values of this parameter show that during the 
simulation time only a small fraction of Fe atoms moved to neighboring 
lattice sites. Fig. 3 shows the time dependence of the fraction of Fe atoms 
in the sample displaced by more than one nearest neighbor (nn) distance 
in the L10-FePt structure. It is also important to note that due to corre-
lation effects not all atom displacements lead to the increment of MSD: 
some of the moved atoms returned at the next step back to their initial 
positions without contributing to the increase in MSD. 
It should be noted that the equilibrium atomic configuration of long- 
range ordered systems – covering temperature-dependent degree of 
long-range order of atoms and vacancies – builds up by vacancy- 
mediated atomic migration. Once the particular temperature is 
applied, the sample first tends to equilibrium which means that the 
observed atomic migration is not self-diffusion – defined as a steady- 
state process occurring in equilibrium atomic and defect configura-
tions. This effect is reflected by the characteristic shape of the MSD⊥(‖)X (t)
curves which become linear starting only from a particular onset 
marking the establishment of the equilibrium configuration in the sys-
tem. The MSD⊥(‖)X (t) curves should, therefore, be analyzed carefully and 
self-diffusion constants should be evaluated by fitting only their linear 
segments at longer time scales (see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.). 
2.3. General treatment of the effect of vacancies 
The related atomistic theory [26] shows that slopes of MSDX(t) and 
consequently also the coefficients of vacancy-mediated self-diffusion DX 
depend on the so-called vacancy-availability factor. In the case of low 
vacancy concentration, this dependence may be approximated by a 
proportionality to the vacancy concentration CV = NVN , where NV and N 
denote the number of vacancies and the total number of atoms in the 
system, respectively. 
The latter was applied in order to work around the issue of very low 
equilibrium vacancy concentrations C(eq)V in L10-FePt – substantially 
lower than 10− 4 – the value of CV corresponding to a single vacancy 
introduced to the simulated sample. The procedure was composed of 
two stages:  
• Evaluation of the diffusivities D⊥(‖)X sim by running MD simulations with 
the vacancy concentration CV sim high enough to generate inter-
pretable MSD⊥(‖)X (t) dependencies;  
• Determination of the correct diffusion coefficients by normalizing 









with C(eq)V determined by means of a procedure described in Section 
2.5. 
Fig. 4 shows the values of D⊥Fe and DFe‖ yielded by MD simulations of 
samples containing 1, 3, 9, 18, and 27 vacancies, (i.e. with 10− 4 <
CV sim < 4× 10− 3) at T = 1600 K. 
Constant average values of D⊥Fe and DFe‖, indicating their propor-
tionality to CV , was observed for samples containing not more than 9 
vacancies. Therefore, all MD simulations were performed using sample 
boxes built of 12x12x12 L10-ordered fct unit cells and containing 9 
vacancies. 
In view of the total number of lattice sites (N = 6912) introduction of 
9 vacancies perturbed the sample stoichiometry by not more than 
0.13%. 
Fig. 2. Time dependence of MSD(a)Fe in L10-ordered FePt with and without va-
cancies at T = 1600 K. 
Fig. 3. Time-dependence of numbers of atoms displaced by more than one 
nearest neighbor (nn) distance at T = 1600 K. 
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2.4. Effect of vacancies in L10-ordered binary systems on self-diffusion 
coefficient 
In general, the chemical long-range order results in a specific dis-
tribution of vacancies in the sublattices. In the case of the L10-FePt bi-
nary alloy, it should be assumed that C(eq)VFe ∕= C
(eq)





= Fe, Pt) denotes the equilibrium concentration of vacancies residing on 
the X-sublattice and N(eq)VX is the equilibrium number of vacancies 





In view of the above feature, the method for the evaluation of D⊥(‖)X 
based on Eq. (2) requires some clarification because the present pro-
cedure contains no definite criterion giving the initial distribution of 
vacancies in the Fe- and Pt-sublattices. A detailed analysis requires the 
determination of the equilibrium atomic/defect configuration feasible e. 
g. by means of Monte Carlo simulations (see [27]). 





X VY (3) 
where MSD⊥(‖)X VX(Y) (X, Y = Fe, Pt) denotes the mean-square- 
displacement of X-atoms in particular crystallographic direction 
observed in the case where all vacancies reside initially (i.e. at the 
beginning of the MD run) on X(Y)-sublattice sites. 
According to the remarks of Section 2.3: 
MSD⊥(‖)X VX(Y) = NVX(Y) MSD
⊥(‖)
X 1VX(Y) (4) 
where MSD⊥(‖)X 1VX(Y) denotes the mean-square-displacement of X- 
atoms, again in a particular direction, observed in the case where the 
sample box contains only one single vacancy initially residing on the X 
(Y)-sublattice site. 
Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), one obtains 
MSD⊥(‖)X = NVX MSD
⊥(‖)
X 1VX +NVY MSD
⊥(‖)
X 1VY (5) 
The validity of Eq. (5) was checked in a separate MD simulation of 
diffusion along the two considered directions of the L10-FePt structure 
(Fig. 5): MSD‖X(t) and MSD
⊥
X (t)were analyzed at 1600 K for three 
different cases: (i) the sample box contains 4 vacancies initially located 
on Fe sites of the L10 lattice; (ii) the sample box contains 4 vacancies 
initially located on Pt sites of the lattice, and (iii) the sample box con-
tains 4 vacancies initially located on the Fe-sublattice and 4 vacancies 
initially located on the Pt sublattice. As can be seen in Fig. 5, MSD 
observed for the case (iii) can be reasonably approximated by the sum of 
MSDs obtained for the cases (i) and (ii). 
The evaluation of correct and interpretable values of diffusion co-
Fig. 4. Dependence of (a) D⊥Feand(b)DFe‖ simulated at 1600 K on the number of 
vacancies introduced in the simulation sample box. Values obtained from single 
MD runs are marked by crosses while the dashed line traces the average values. 
Fig. 5. Time dependence of the mean-square displacement of Fe atoms (a) 
perpendicular (⊥) and (b) parallel (‖) to the [001] direction of the L10-FePt 
structure at 1600 K for different numbers and different initial positions of va-
cancies in the sample box. 
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efficients requires that the simulations are performed with the numbers 
N(eq)VFe and N
(eq)
VPt of Fe- and Pt-vacancies corresponding to their equilibrium 
concentrations CVFe and CVPt . 
Considering Eqs. (1) and (5) as well as the definition of equilibrium 
vacancy concentration leads to the following formulas for diffusion co-













































Thus, the task of diffusion coefficient calculation comes down to two 
tasks: (i) evaluation of equilibrium vacancy concentrations C(eq)VFe and 





Pt 1VFe , and MSD
⊥(‖)
Pt 1VPt , as defined above. 
2.5. Evaluation of equilibrium vacancy concentration 
The equilibrium vacancy concentration (C(eq)V ) and its temperature 
dependence are associated with the change of Gibbs free energy (GV) 
due to the formation of a single vacancy [28] given by: 
C(eq)V = exp( − GV/kBT) = exp( − (EV − TSV)/kBT ), (8) 
where EV , SV , kB, and T denote the vacancy formation energy, va-
cancy formation entropy, Boltzmann constant, and absolute tempera-
ture, respectively. 
The vacancy formation energy EV was evaluated using Eq. (9) valid 
for single-component systems [29]: 




where Ed and Ei denote total energies of the system with and without 
a single vacancy, respectively, while N is the number of atoms in the 
sample. 
Multicomponent systems require distinction between the types of 
vacancies (i.e. types of atoms which they replace). It is, therefore, 
convenient to rewrite Eq. (9) in terms of the average potential energy Ea 
of the particular atom replaced by a vacancy: 
EV = Ed − (Ei − Ea) (10) 
This approach was thoroughly tested and successfully applied to 
investigate diffusion in pure metals [20] and alloys [21]. 
In the case of perfectly L10-ordered FePt alloys, Eq. (10) yields the 
formation energies for Fe (E(Fe)V ) and Pt (E
(Pt)
V ) vacancies. 
In the present work, the formation energies E(Fe)v and E
(Pt)
v were 
evaluated by running NVT-ensemble MD simulations covering the time 
of 5 ns and using time steps of 10− 15 s at temperatures ranging from 300 
K to 1600 K. Three systems were simulated: (i) one without vacancies; 
(ii) one with a single Fe-vacancy, and (iii) one with a single Pt-vacancy. 
The results were averaged over 8 independent simulation runs with 
different initial velocities of the atoms. When simulating the systems (ii) 
and (iii), the size of the sample box was chosen to be large enough, so 
that the effect of the vacancy introduced to the center of the box does not 
reach borders of this box. The later was controlled by the analysis of 
stresses which are almost equal to zero in the defect-free crystal. Intro-
duction of a vacancy leads to the appearance of stresses, whose values 
again tend to zero at distances higher than two lattice spacings from the 
defect. In this case the application of NVT and NPT ensembles is equally 
possible due to the constant volume of the system. The NVT ensemble 
was used since it provides lower energy oscillations allowing to estimate 
the vacancy formation energy with higher accuracy. Please note that the 
exact calculation of the vacancy formation entropy SV in FePt was 
beyond the scope of the present study. 
The applied strategy consisted of first calculating C(eq)V (T) with SV =
0 




;X = Fe;Pt (11) 
which provides the approximated temperature dependence of the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration. The possible effect of SV on the 
present results was estimated by using the average value SV ≈ 2kB re-
ported for fcc metals [30] which, according to Eq. (8), yielded a fixed 
coefficient e2 in Eq. (11). The effect of this coefficient on the evaluated 
parameters will be discussed in Sections 3.1 and 4.2. 
Table 1 
Structural parameters of pure α-Fe and fcc Pt, as well as of L12-FePt3, L12-Fe3Pt, and L10-FePt evaluated in the present study using MEAM potentials [31] and cor-
responding literature data.  
Parameter Present study Literature data 
α-Fe 
a, Å 2.873 2.8681 (experimental [35]) 2.8664 (experimental [36]) 
cohesive energy, eV/atom 4.21 4.46 (ab-initio simulation [37]) 4.28 (experimental [38]) 
thermal expansion coefficient, K− 1 12.1 × 10− 6 14 × 10− 6 (experimental [32]) 11.8 × 10− 6 (experimental [39])  
Pt 
a, Å 3.929 3.924 (experimental [40]) 3.9241 (experimental [41]) 
cohesive energy, eV/atom 5.69 5.859 (experimental [37]) 5.29 (simulation [42]) 
thermal expansion coefficient, K− 1 8.8 × 10− 6 8.93 × 10− 6 (calculation [43]) 8.921 × 10− 6 (experimental [44])  
L12-FePt3 
a, Å 3.854 3.86 (experimental [45]) 3.85 (experimental [46])  
L12-Fe3Pt 
a, Å 3.707 3.73 (experimental [46]) 3.738 (experimental [47])  
L10-FePt 
a, Å 3.813 3.869 (ab-initio simulation [48]) 3.86 (experimental [49]) 
c, Å 3.703 3.769 (ab-initio simulation [48]) 3.71 (experimental [49]) 
c/a 0.971 0.974 (ab-initio simulation [48]) 0.961 (experimental [49]) 
Tm, K 1960 1838 [34]  
Torder-disorder, K – 1573 ± 25 (MEAM calculation [31]) 1573 (experimental [34])  
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3. Preliminary simulations 
3.1. Reliability test 
The Fe-Pt system was modelled employing ‘modified embedded- 
atom method’ (MEAM) potentials elaborated by Kim et al. [31] who 
extensively tested the potentials reproducing the experimental thermo-
dynamic properties of Fe-Pt, including lattice parameters, bulk modulus, 
and the ‘order-disorder’ transition temperature. 
The reliability of the applied potentials was tested also in the present 
study by calculating the temperature dependent lattice parameters, 
thermal expansion coefficients, and cohesive energies of body centered 
cubic (bcc) α-Fe and face centered cubic (fcc) Pt, as well as of L12-FePt3, 
L12-Fe3Pt, and L10-FePt. Reasonable agreement with the literature data 
was achieved (see Table 1). For instance, in the case of α-Fe, the 
calculated lattice constant deviated by less than 0.5% from the values 
deduced from experiments based on thermal expansion [32]. In addition 
to the literature data, the melting point Tm of FePt was evaluated by 
simulating the coexistence between the solid and liquid phases [33]. The 
simulated value of Tm = 1960 K appeared, however, by about 7% higher 
than the experimental one (1838 K [34]). 
3.2. Determination of the simulation time step 
It is essential that the MD simulation time step is substantially shorter 
than the period of atomic thermal vibrations. Too long time steps 
generate an increase of the system energy and thus, the suitability of the 
steps is tested by energy monitoring [50]. As the frequency of atomic 
vibrations depends on the atomic mass, the MD simulation time step 
must be thoroughly adjusted to the particular system. 
In order to provide high accuracy of the evaluated parameters, all 
MD simulations were carried out with the same time step of dt = 10− 15 s, 
determined for Fe-atoms at 1600 K. 
3.3. Calculation of equilibrium lattice parameters 
Precise evaluation of the equilibrium lattice parameters of the 
investigated system is crucial for the reliability of the simulation of 
diffusion processes. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium lattice 
parameters of L10-FePt (providing zero values of stresses averaged in 
time) was determined by relaxing an ideal system without vacancies. 
This means that no fast diffusion paths were available which, together 
with the limited simulation time (~0.5 ns), eliminated any atom dis-
placements between crystal planes and, therefore, the generation of 
antisite defects. Fig. 6 shows the obtained curves which reveal a 
considerable anisotropy of thermal expansion of the system reflected by 
a gradual decay of the tetragonal distortion (i.e., the difference between 
the lattice parameters a and c) with increasing temperature. Reliability 
of the result obtained by simulating the ideal crystal is supported by the 
very low vacancy concentration observed in real crystals of L10-FePt: 
C(eq)V ≈ 10
− 8 at T = 1600 K (see next section). 
The results shown in Fig. 6 substantially differ from those following 
from experimental investigations [51,52] showing a much stronger 
expansion in a(b)-direction than in c-direction. The cited works, how-
ever, investigated doped thin foils, in addition, with diverse admixtures. 
4. Results of the main simulations 
4.1. Equilibrium vacancy thermodynamics 
Temperature dependences of the evaluated vacancy formation en-
ergies E(Fe)V and E
(Pt)
V are displayed in Fig. 7. 
Both curves show that the increasing temperature generates not only 









should be noted that a continuous increase of the vacancy formation 
energy with increasing temperature has been reported in the literature 
also for other systems (see e.g. Ref. [20,53,54]). Extrapolation of E(Fe)V (T)
and E(Pt)V (T) to T→0 K yields values of 2.53 eV and 2.31 eV for E
(Fe)
V and 
E(Pt)V , respectively. 
Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependences of C(eq)VFe and C
(eq)
VPt evaluated 
using eq. (11) including the related temperature-dependent vacancy 
formation energies E(Fe)V and E
(Pt)
V (Fig. 7). 
The values of 〈E(Fe)V 〉 and 〈E
(Pt)
V 〉 estimated from the slopes of the 
corresponding Arrhenius plots (Fig. 8b), i.e. specific averages over the 
temperature-dependent vacancy-formation energies displayed in Fig. 7, 
were equal to 2.582 eV and 2.378 eV, respectively. Higher values of E(Fe)V 




VPt , which is valid for all tem-
peratures investigated. 
As announced in Section 2.5, the C(eq)VX (T) curves traced in Fig. 8 were 
determined by neglecting the vacancy formation entropy SV. The range 
of the corresponding error, i.e. the underestimation of C(eq)VX (T), is visu-
alized in Fig. 9 where the curves of Fig. 8 are plotted together with the 
ones showing C(eq)VX (T) multiplied by a factor e
2.
Although no qualitative effect of the correction on the shape of the 
Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the lattice constants of L10-FePt deter-
mined by MD simulations. 
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of Fe- and Pt-vacancy formation energies in 
L10-ordered FePt. 
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curves is visible, it is clear that the underestimation of C(eq)VX calculated 
with SV = 0 will automatically generate an underestimation of the 
diffusion coefficients D⊥(‖)X determined by Eq. (2). 
4.2. Self-diffusion coefficients of Fe- and Pt-atoms 
4.2.1. Evaluation of mean-square distances travelled by Fe- and Pt-atoms 
Time-dependences of the mean-square distances MSD⊥(‖)X 9VY (t) trav-
elled by X-atoms in samples containing 9 vacancies initially residing on 
Y-sublattice sites (X, Y = Fe, Pt) were determined for temperatures 
ranging from 1400 K to 1600 K by running 2,000,000 MD steps (20 ns in 
real time) performed with the same parameters as those applied when 
evaluating the vacancy formation energy. Each MSD⊥(‖)X 9VY (t) curve was 
corrected for thermal vibrations of atoms around the lattice sites as well 
as for a collective drift of atoms occurring in MD simulations of systems 
with periodic boundary conditions. The latter was done by correcting 
MSD⊥(‖)X 9VY (t) for the movement of the mass center of the sample. 
In order to subtract the contribution of thermal vibrations, two types 
of curves, MSD⊥(‖)X 9VY (t) andMSD
⊥(‖)(vib)
X 9VY (t), were registered by simulating 
systems with and without vacancies, respectively. In case of the system 
containing no vacancies, no diffusion of atoms occurs and hence, the 
curves MSD⊥(‖)(vib)X 9VY (t) (see the curve displayed in Fig. 2) were mostly flat 
with only an initial increase caused by the relaxation of the system (i.e. 
equilibration of atom positions and velocities) (see [55;56]). Thus, 
‘corrected’ curves MSD⊥(‖)(corr)X (t) = MSD
⊥(‖)
X (t) − MSD
⊥(‖)(vib)
X (t) were 
used for further analysis. 
Fig. 10a and 10b show the MSD⊥(‖)Fe 9VFe (t) dependences obtained at 
four different temperatures. The same curves corrected for thermal vi-
brations – MSD⊥(‖)(corr)Fe 9VFe (t) – are displayed in Fig. 10c and 10d. As 
explained above, no vacancy-mediated atomic migration was observed 
at 1300 K and the initial increase of MSD⊥(‖)Fe 9VFe (t) reflects equilibration 
of atom positions and velocities in the system. An increase of tempera-
ture leads to an increase of the slope of MSD⊥(‖)Fe 9VFe (t), which signalizes 
real atomic migration. The initial increase of MSD⊥(‖)Fe 9VFe (t) observed at 
1300 K and attributed to the equilibration of atom positions and ve-
locities is still visible in the “raw” curves corresponding to higher tem-
peratures, but disappears after the correction for thermal vibrations. 
This indicates that the process of equilibration of atom positions and 
velocities is almost insensitive to temperature. 
The different slopes of the MSD⊥Fe 9VFe (t) curves mark three distinct 
regimes of atomic migration – visible at all investigated temperatures. 
The effect is especially well pronounced at 1600 K. Regimes I (~0–2 
ns) and II (~2–7.5 ns) are associated with the relaxation of the system. 
As explained above, during the first relaxation stage (regime I) atoms 
and vacancies move to their optimal positions of the lattice corre-
sponding to minimum energy of the system. In this case, distances 
travelled by atoms are much smaller than the lattice constant and the 
motion is not vacancy-mediated. According to previous studies (see 
[57]), the relaxation corresponding to the second stage (regime II) 
corresponds to vacancy-mediated redistribution of atoms towards the 
equilibrium degree of long-range order. Finally, regime III (greater than 
7.5 ns) reflects a pronounced stationary self-diffusion process running in 
the system with equilibrium atomic configuration corresponding to the 
current temperature. 
The observation that the time needed for equilibration of the system 
(onset of the linearity of MSD⊥Fe 9VFe (t)) decreases with increasing tem-
perature (~7.5 ns at 1600 К, ~13 ns at 1500 К, ~17 ns at 1400 К) 
supports the above interpretation which applies also to all the simulated 
MSD⊥(‖)X(Y) 9VX(Y) (t) curves. Consequently, the Fe and Pt diffusivities D
⊥(‖)
Fe(Pt)
were deduced from the analysis of the latest linear part (regime III) of 
the relevant MSD⊥(‖)X(Y) 9VX(Y) (t) curves. 
4.2.2. Evaluation of self-diffusion coefficients 
The values of diffusion coefficients D⊥Fe, DFe‖, D⊥Pt, and DPt‖ in L10- 
FePt estimated by means of the MD simulations at temperatures of 1400 
Fig. 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the equilibrium vacancy concentrations 
on Fe- and Pt-sublattices in L10-FePt and (b) corresponding Arrhenius plot. 
Fig. 9. Comparison of temperature dependences of the equilibrium vacancy 
concentrations on Fe- and Pt-sublattices in L10-FePt calculated by Eqs. (11) and 
(8), assuming that entropy of vacancy formation is equal to 2 kb. 
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K, 1500 K, and 1600 K are displayed in Table 2. 
The corresponding Arrhenius plots are presented in Fig. 11 and yield 
the following values Q⊥(‖)X of the activation energies for Fe and Pt 
diffusion in both considered crystallographic directions: Q⊥Fe =
4.09 ± 0.3eV, QFe‖ = 4.06 ± 0.3 eV and Q⊥Pt = 4.67 ± 0.4 eV, QPt‖ =
4.69 ± 0.4 eV. 
As follows from Table 2, although the values of all the simulated self- 
diffusion coefficients corresponding to particular temperatures are in a 
similar range, DFe is always higher than DPt . For both Fe and Pt, self- 
diffusion runs about five times faster perpendicular to the [001] di-
rection than along this direction. 
5. Discussion 
5.1. General remarks 
The coefficients D⊥(‖)Fe and D
⊥(‖)
Pt of vacancy-mediated self-diffusion 
for Fe- and Pt-atoms in L10-FePt moving in [001] direction and 
perpendicular to it at temperatures between 1300 K and 1600 K were 
evaluated from the Einstein-Smoluchowski relationship (Eq. (1)). The 
Fig. 10. Time dependence of (a) MSD⊥Fe 9VFe (t) and (b) MSDFe 9VFe‖(t) at four different temperatures. The same curves corrected for thermal vibrations are displayed 
in the graphs (c) and (d). Three different regimes (I-III) are marked. 
Table 2 
Self-diffusion coefficients of Fe and Pt atoms in L10-FePt estimated by means of the MD simulations at temperatures 1400 K, 1500 K, and 1600 K.  
T, K D⊥Fe, m
2/s  DFe‖, m2/s  D⊥Pt , m
2/s  DPt‖, m2/s  
1400 (7.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 (1.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 (2.6 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 (0.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 
1500 (6.7 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 (1.3 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 (3.0 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 (0.6 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 
1600 (5.2 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 (1.0 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 (3.3 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 (0.65 ± 1.2) × 10− 18  
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time-dependent mean-square displacements MSD⊥(‖)X (t) were deter-
mined by MD simulations. Exploration of the range of lower tempera-
tures was not feasible because of the extremely long CPU time needed to 
record interpretable MSD(t) curves. 
Implementation of a simple model for vacancy thermodynamics 
allowed to account for the contribution of the temperature-dependent 
equilibrium vacancy concentration to the finally determined tempera-
ture dependence of D⊥(‖)Fe and D
⊥(‖)
Pt . Generation of interpretable MSD(t) 
curves required, however, that the simulated samples contain a suffi-
cient number of vacancies. Hence, D⊥(‖)Fe and D
⊥(‖)
Pt (representing sta-
tionary self-diffusion) were determined by scaling the “raw” ones to the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration. 
5.2. Evaluated diffusivities of Fe and Pt in view of the existing literature 
data 
Table 3 presents an overview of the values of D⊥(‖)Fe and D
⊥(‖)
Pt deter-
mined by the present MD simulations and available experimental values 
reported in the literature. 
As can be seen, the MD simulations revealed D⊥(‖)Fe > D
⊥(‖)
Pt in the 
whole temperature range explored. The evaluated diffusivities are, 
however, considerably lower than the those reported in the cited 
experimental works. This could be attributed to the fact that while the 
simulated samples were ideal single crystals, real materials examined in 
the experiments might contain additional fast diffusion paths like grain 
boundaries, triple junctions, and dislocations. In addition, the impact of 
differences in the degree of L10 long-range order (most probably lower 
in the samples examined in real experiments) can neither be ignored. 
The differences between the experimental and simulated values of 
D⊥(‖)Fe and D
⊥(‖)
Pt become somewhat reduced when considering the 
melting-point effect and the fact that diffusivities scale according to T/
Tm [58,59]. As the value Tm of the melting point of FePt yielded by the 
MD simulations was higher than the experimental one, the comparison 
of the experimental and simulated values of diffusivities should be done 
by plotting them versus the reciprocal T/Tm with the simulated and 
experimental value of Tm, respectively. The related graphs are shown in 
Fig. 12c and d and it can be seen that although the simulated diffusivities 
Table 3 
Overview of the self-diffusion coefficients D⊥(‖)Fe(Pt), activation energies Q
⊥‖
Fe(Pt) and pre-exponential factors D0 of L10-FePt evaluated within the present MD simulations and 
experimental data reported in the literature.  
DFe  
D⊥, present MD study  Experimental data 
T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s 
1400 (7.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 4.09 ± 0.3 (3.82 ± 0.2) × 10− 5 D‖ [12]  
1500 (6.7 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 773 7.27 × 10− 24 1.65 ± 0.29 (3.45 ± 0.44) × 10− 13 
1600 (5.2 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 823 2.09 × 10− 23 
D‖,present MD study  848 7.73 × 10− 23 
T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s 873 1.05 × 10− 22 
1400 (1.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 4.06 ± 0.3 (5.55 ± 2.0) × 10− 6 D⊥Fe54Pt46 [11]  
1500 (1.3 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 1173 2.24 × 10− 18 3.38 ± 0.23 2.53 × 10− 3 
1600 (1.0 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 1273 1.98 × 10− 17  
1323 6.48 × 10− 17 
1373 2.72 × 10− 16 
D‖Fe54Pt46 [11]  
1173 1.20 × 10− 18 3.59 ± 0.21 4.35 × 10− 2 
1273 1.20 × 10− 17 
1323 6.48 × 10− 17 
1373 2.25 × 10− 16 
D⊥[10]  
1333 5.88 × 10− 16 3.17 ± 0.36 6.76 × 10− 4 
1393 2.5 × 10− 15 
1423 4.95 × 10− 15 
1493 1.1 × 10− 14 
D‖[10]  
1333 2.5 × 10− 16 3.8 ± 0.45 0.07 
1393 1.8 × 10− 15 
1423 2.7 × 10− 15 
1493 9.1 × 10− 15  
DPt  
D⊥, present MD study  Experimental data 
T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s 
1400 (2.6 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 4.67 ± 0.4 ((1.6 ± 0.2) × 10− 3 〈D〉determined for polycrystalline samples [9]  
1500 (3.0 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 1173 4.27 × 10− 17 3.03 ± 1.26 2.1 (+3.9; − 1.4) × 10− 4 
1600 (3.3 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 1223 6.46 × 10− 17 
D‖,present MD study  1273 2.45 × 10− 16 
T, K D, m2/s Q, eV D0, m2/s 1323 6.21 × 10− 16 
1400 (0.5 ± 2.6) × 10− 20 4.69 ± 0.4 (3.79 ± 1.6) × 10− 4 1373 9.6 × 10− 16 
1500 (0.6 ± 1.8) × 10− 19 1423 3.68 × 10− 15 
1600 (0.65 ± 1.2) × 10− 18 1473 9.27 × 10− 15  
1513 8.43 × 10− 15 
1543 3.28 × 10− 14 
1573 1.11 × 10− 13 
1603 5.06 × 10− 14 
1634 8.37 × 10− 14 
1663 1.58 × 10− 13  
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are still substantially lower than the experimental ones corresponding to 
the same T/Tm, the differences between the values are reduced with 
respect to those shown in Fig. 12a and b. 
As mentioned in Section 2.5, further reduction of the differences 
between the simulated and experimental values of DFe(Pt) is expected if 
the effect of the vacancy formation entropy SV on the equilibrium va-
cancy concentrations CeqVx is taken into account. 
The anisotropy of self-diffusion in L10-FePt, i.e. the relation D⊥X >
DX‖ (X = Fe; Pt) revealed by the present MD simulation, was previously 
observed in experimental studies [10,11,13]. Fig. 13 shows the degree of 
this anisotropy as a function of temperature and again our MD results are 
compared to experimental values reported in the literature [10–13]. 
The much higher value of DX‖D⊥X measured at temperatures between 653 
K and 743 K [13] should probably be attributed to a different dominant 
diffusion mechanism occurring at lower temperatures, as earlier sug-
gested [12]. 
In contrary to the quantitative discrepancies between the experi-
mental and MD results concerning the diffusivities, the activation en-
ergies, and the self-diffusion anisotropy, the simulations reproduced 
very well the experimental finding [10,11] which showed that the dif-
ference between the values of D⊥Fe and DFe‖ was predominantly due to the 
difference between the pre-factors D⊥0 and D0‖ (and not between the 
activation energies Q⊥Fe and QFe‖). 
Fig. 12. Arrhenius plots of the experimental and simulated self-diffusion coefficients D⊥Fe(Pt) (a, c) and D
‖
Fe(Pt)(b, d) of L10-FePt. The graphs (c) and (d) show the 
Arrhenius plots traced vs. T/Tm with experimental and simulated values of Tm, respectively. 




. The MD results are compared 
to experimental values reported in the literature. 
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5.3. Reliability of the simulated vacancy formation energies 
Table 4 shows the vacancy formation energies calculated in the 
present study (corresponding to T = 300 K and extrapolated to T→0K) 
and related literature data. Substantial discrepancies between the re-
ported literature data are conspicuous. While a MD study of FePt 
modelled with analytic bond-order potential [60] revealed E(Fe)v > E
(Pt)
v in 
agreement with the present results, first principles studies suggest the 
opposite relationship [61,62]. In general, however, the values of the 
vacancy formation energies evaluated within the present work are 
higher than those reported in the literature. The gradual increase of 
vacancy formation energy with increasing temperature observed in the 
present MD simulations has been reported for a number of pure metals, 
e.g. bcc Fe [20], fcc Al [53], hcp and bcc Zr [54], and fcc Cu [63]. 
Moreover, a similar variation of the vacancy formation energy with 
temperature was found from ab-initio calculations performed for the 
disordered A1-FePt phase doped with Cu, Au, and Ag [64]. 
5.4. Thermodynamic activation energies 
The self-diffusion coefficients D⊥Fe, DFe‖, D⊥Pt, and DPt‖ determined for 
three temperatures yielded reasonable Arrhenius plots (Figs. 11 and 12) 
allowing to estimate the corresponding activation energies Q⊥‖X and the 
pre-factors D⊥‖0 X (X = Fe, Pt). In contrary to the self-diffusion coefficients 
DX, the simulated values of Q⊥‖Fe resulted generally in higher values than 
the corresponding experimental activation energies (see Table 3). 
Since 











where E⊥(‖)m X denotes the migration energy for X-atoms perpendicular 
(⊥) or along (‖) the [001] direction, the independently evaluated 
activation energies for self-diffusion (Q⊥(‖)X ) and for vacancy formation 
(E(X)V ) determine the values of E
⊥(‖)
m X. Such analysis whose results are 
displayed in Table 5 has been performed by applying the average acti-
vation energies 〈EV〉 for Fe- and Pt-vacancy formation deduced from the 
Arrhenius plots of Fig. 7. The effect of the difference between the 
experimental and simulated value of the melting point of FePt (Section 
4.2) has also been considered in this study. 
As follows from Table 5, correction of temperature with respect to 
the melting point resulted in a general decrease of the simulated values 
of the activation energies Q⊥(‖)Fe(Pt) for Fe and Pt self-diffusion in L10-FePt 
making them closer to the experimental ones (see Table 3). 
It is remarkable that the relationship between the obtained values of 
the migration energies E(Fe)m and E
(Pt)
m is the same as the relationship 
between the migration energies of Fe and Pt in L10-FePt calculated 
directly by Kozlowski [66] who modelled the system using an analytic 
bond-order potential and determined the values E(Fe)m =
2.26 eV and E(Pt)m = 3.12 eV (averaged over different configurations of 
diffusion jumps) by analyzing saddle-point energies of the jumping 
atoms by means of Molecular Statics simulations. 
6. Conclusions 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were applied to investigate 
vacancy-mediated self-diffusion in a chemically L10-ordered FePt single 
crystal. Temperature dependent self-diffusion coefficients of Fe and Pt 
atoms were evaluated by a simulation algorithm implementing ‘modi-
fied embedded-atom method’ (MEAM) interaction potentials [31]. The 
simulated process of self-diffusion appeared anisotropic: both Fe and Pt 
atoms migrated approximately 5 times faster perpendicular to the [001] 
direction than parallel to it. The temperature dependences of the eval-
uated self-diffusion coefficients satisfied the Arrhenius law, however, 
the values of the self-diffusion coefficients were substantially lower and 
the related activation energies substantially higher than experimental 
values reported in the literature. It is supposed that the discrepancies are 
due to the existence of fast diffusion paths in real materials in contrast to 
the simulated ideal crystals. Discussing other possible sources of the 
discrepancies, two factors were considered: (i) the effect of the simu-
lated value of the melting point of FePt being higher than the experi-
mental one and (ii) the effect of the negligence of the vacancy formation 
entropy in the calculation of the equilibrium vacancy concentration. It 
was shown that correction of the results with respect to both factors 
leads to a reduction of the discrepancies between the simulated and 
experimental results. The MD simulation results allowed to evaluate a 
number of energetic parameters related to the vacancy-mediated atomic 
migration: the temperature dependent vacancy formation energies, the 
activation energies for self-diffusion, as well as the migration energies 
Table 4 
Vacancy formation energies E(X)V (X = Fe; Pt) in L10-FePt. Comparison of the present MD results with literature data.   
Present MD study Kinetic Monte Carlo [65] MD with analytic bond-order potential [60] First principles [61] First principles [62] 
E(Fe)V  2.55 (300 K) 
2.53 (0 K)  
1.89  2.09  2.585  1.45 
E(Pt)V  2.32 (300 K) 
2.31 (0 K)  
1.79  1.86  3.204  2.25  
Table 5 
Simulated values of the activation energies for self-diffusion (Q⊥‖X ), average activation energies for vacancy formation (〈EV〉) and the migration energies of X-atoms 
E⊥‖m X in L10-FePt moving perpendicular (⊥) or along (‖) the [001] direction. The two sets of values were obtained with and without the correction with respect to the 
experimental and simulated value of the melting point Tm of FePt.  
X Q⊥X , eV  〈EV〉, eV  E⊥m X = Q⊥X − Ev, eV  QX‖, eV  Ev, eV  Em X‖ = QX‖ − Ev, eV  
Values yielded by the Arrhenius plotsln(DX)vs. T− 1  
Fe 4.09 ± 0.3 2.58 ± 0.05 1.51 ± 0.35 4.06 ± 0.3 2.58 ± 0.05 1.48 ± 0.35 
Pt 4.67 ± 0.4 2.37 ± 0.05 2.30 ± 0.45 4.69 ± 0.4 2.37 ± 0.05 2.32 ± 0.45  
Values yielded by the Arrhenius plotsln(DX)vs. (T/Tm)− 1  
Fe 3.84 ± 0.3 2.58 ± 0.05 1.26 ± 0.35 3.81 ± 0.3 2.58 ± 0.05 1.23 ± 0.35 
Pt 4.38 ± 0.4 2.37 ± 0.05 2.01 ± 0.45 4.41 ± 0.4 2.37 ± 0.05 2.04 ± 0.45  
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for Fe and Pt atoms in L10-FePt single crystals. 
The presented study showed that with the contemporary computa-
tional facilities vacancy-mediated atomic migration can be successfully 
simulated by means of MD algorithms. This conclusion seems very 
important, because when compared with standard Kinetic Monte Carlo 
techniques, the MD method enables much deeper insight into the 
physical phenomena accompanying diffusion processes on the atomic 
scale. One of the most important advantages of the MD method is a 
definite abandoning of the rigid lattice approximation which opens up 
opportunities for dynamical modelling of mutual influences between 
atomic migration and generation of lattice defects. Up to now, atomistic 
simulations of such effects were a domain of hybrid Kinetic Monte 
Carlo/Molecular Dynamics/Molecular Statics simulations, whose ther-
modynamic correctness was, however, not entirely proven. The possi-
bility for covering large time scales by means of pure MD algorithms will 
provide a much more reliable tool for this task. 
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